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Abstract 
We introduce a new “product expansion” for finite semigroups, which can easily be embed- 
ded in a “Zeiger” wreath product. We then modify the product expansion of Cm(S) (a 
computable collection of pointlike subsets of S) to define a relation from S to an aperiodic 
semigroup that computes CO(S), proving that Cm(S) = PI,(S) (the abstractly defined collection 
of sets “pointlike with respect o relations into the pseudo variety A of aperiodic semigroups”). 
The construction given greatly simplifies the proof given in the article “Pointlike sets . . . ” by the 
author [l], and (in the finite case) simplifies the arguments of the article “Prime decomposition 
theorem . . . ” by Henckell et al. [2]. 
1. The product expansion 
1.1. Discussion of ideas and guide to the paper 
In Section 1 we introduce a new construction for a finite semigroup S, called the 
“product expansion *(S)“. *(S) is similar to the free semigroup S*, but finite, and 
q : *(S) -B S is a y-map. *(S) is then easily seen to be a subsemigroup of a Zeiger wreath 
product (as in [2]). 
The construction does not easily generalize to infinite semigroups because of the 
peculiar treatment of null j-classes; the crucial Lemma 1.2 requires finiteness. 
The construction rests on two ideas (for an explanation of terms see Section 1.2.) 
(1) For regular y-classes semilocal theory (see [3]) gives A x G x B acted on by S as 
a subsemigroup of (1 x G)’ 0 RLM(S). One point of “Zeiger coding”, etc. is to expand 
suitably to s^ to eliminate RLM(S) from the action on the B’s and to replace it by 
constant maps. We achieve this by expanding in such a way that the only s E S that 
ever “gets to act on J” is s E J itself! 
Then J acting on itself is clearly in (1 x G)’ 0 ( lB)f. 
(2) Null y-classes are troublesome and have to be dealt with specially. Their 
groups are essentially “fake” (i.e. computation “really” happens in the activator 
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groups). We deal with this by queueing null-elements until some partial product is in 
or below the next regular layer; this avoids using any groups for null %-classes at all. 
I. 1.1. Overall plan of the paper 
Section 1.2 gives most of the terms and definitions used in the rest of the paper. 
We are aiming for an embedding of S into a wreath product of components. Each 
component is extracted from a f-class Ji, in their chosen order. We describe the 
component associated with null y-classes in Section 1.6, the component associated 
with regular %-classes in Section 1.7, and how to put them all together into the 
“product expansion” in Section 1.8. 
Section 2 describes how the product expansion may be used to compute Pl,, 
simplifying the proof given in [l]. This is the main aim of the paper and the reason the 
product expansion was developed. It also contains in Section 2.2 a brief survey of 
approaches to the computation of PI, that do not work - the reader new to this 
problem might want to read Section 2.2 first in order to appreciate the apparent 
necessity of going into all the trouble connected with defining the product expansion. 
Section 3 briefly looks at other things one might do with the product expansion; 
Section 3.1 shows how to derive the prime decomposition theorem as a corollary of 
the product expansion and Section 3.2 compares the product expansion with other 
expansions. 
1.2. Dejinitions 
Notation 1.1. If not otherwise noted, > (and 2) between elements of S or j-classes 
denotes y-order. 
Let S be a finite semigroup. By N we denote the total number of y-classes of S, by 
J(S) the y-depth of S, J(S) = length of the longest $-chain jr > ... > j,. 
For a set X,c(X) will denote the semigroup of constant maps on X. For a trans- 
formation semigroup (X,S), SC denotes S with c(X) added. 
In the following we will refer to an arbitrary but fixed topological sorting of the 
f-classes of S; i.e. we fix an indexing .J1,J2,. . . , JN of the f-classes of S with the 
property that Ji > Jk in the j-order implies k > i. Note: JN = kernel of S is regular. 
So is S with a zero added; Jo is J turned into a semigroup by adding a zero and 
settingjj’ = 0 if jj’ is not in J. For a set B, B” is simply Bu (0). 
Each $-class Ji will be given a fixed Rees matrix representation as Jr = A?O(Gi; 
Ai, Bi; Ci) where Ai is the set of W-classes of Ji, Bi is the set of A?-classes Of Ji, Gi is the 
Schuetzenberger group of Ji, and Ci is the structure matrix of Ji (note: by using 
Schuetzenberger groups we allow Ji to be null; Jp will not necessarily be regular). 
It is well known that the action of S on Jo is triangular (see Section 1.4) for the 
above coordinization and can be described as follows: with each s in S there is an 
associated function Bi + BP (simply written as right multiplication) b + bs and a (par- 
tial) function sG : Bi --t Gi so that if j = (a, g, b), and js # 0, then js = (a, g SC(b), bs), and 
if js = 0, then bs = 0 (see e.g. [3]). 
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1.3. Activators for null $-classes (see [4]) 
Given a f-class J, we can consider aR(J):= (s E S 1 Js n J is noempty}. Then aR(J) is 
a union of y-classes, and has a unique I-minimal f-class RA(J) which is regular 
and called the right activator of J (of course RA(J) = J if J is regular). Similarly we 
can define the left activator LA(J) to be the unique minimal $-class in 
a,(J):= {s E S 1 sJ n J is non empty}; LA(J) is also regular. 
It is not hard to see that for each Jo J there exist idempotents eL(j)E LA(J) and 
e,(j)E RA(J) such that e,(j)j = j and j,,(j) = j. 
In the sequel assume that for each j ES an arbitrary fixed idempotent e(j) E LA(J) 
has been chosen (so that e( j)j = j for all j). 
1.4. Transformation semigroups (see [3] ) 
In this paper we will mostly use “transformation semigroups” (TSG), i.e. pairs (X, S) 
with X a set and S I FR(X) a subsemigroup of the semigroup of all functions X + X 
(considered as acting on the right). Note that this implies that we assume that S acts 
“faithfully” on X, i.e. xs = xt for all XEX implies s = t. 
Ahomomorphism4:(X,S)-+(Y,T)isapairofmaps+ =(4i,~#+)with$~:X-+ Y 
and & : S + T such that (x 41)(s 42) = (xs) 4 z f or all x E X, s E S. (It follows that 42 is 
a homomorphism). 
A relation of transformation semigroups R: (X,S) -+ (Y, T) is given by a pair of 
homomorphisms 4 : (2, R) + (X, S) and f3 :(Z, R) + (Y, T ). Letting R,:= 4; ’ 8i this 
amounts to relations Ri such that (xR,)(sR,) c (xs)RZ. (X, S) divides (Y, T) (written 
(X, S) ( (Y, T)) iff there exists a subset Y’ E Y and a subsemigroup T’ I T such that 
Y’T’ E Y’ and an onto homomorphism 4 : (Y’, T’) -B (X, S). Notice that T’ is not 
required to act faithfully on Y’. 
1.5. “Zeiger”-maps 
Recall the definition of the wreath product of two transformation semigroups (X, S) 
and (Y,T): (X,S)o(Y,T):= (~$14 is a triangular map X x Y +X x Y with proper 
component action}. In this definition “triangular” means (if we let 4(x,y) = 
(dx(x, y), &(x, y))) that C&(X, y) is in fact only dependent on y, and “proper component 
action” means 
(1) the map y + &(x, y) (which is independent of x!) is an element of T and 
(2) for any fixed y E Y the map x + &(x, y) is in S. This o-product is associative, and 
“triangular” and “proper component action” readily translate to products 
(X,,S”)O... 0 (Xi, S,) (notice the indexing from right to left. It is customary to 
call the rightmost factor the “first” factor, etc.). 
The fundamental equation (a,g, b)s = (a,gs&b),bs) (if nonzero) then shows the 
division (J’,S)J(A x G,(l x G)‘) o(B’, RLM(S) where RLM(S) (“Right Letter Map- 
ping”) is S acting on B”, made faithful. 
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Using the Rhodes-expansion and “Zeiger’‘-coding these divisions can be put to- 
gether to give the global division 
Sl((& x G# x B;,(l x G,)lc~(l)e)~...~((A1 x G1)’ x B:, (1 x G,)“~(l)‘)‘“. 
This will be more carefully explained later in the text, and motivates the following 
definitions. 
Let (Xi, Gf) be transformation groups with resets added. (We do not require that 
(Xi, Gi) be the right regular representation of Gi!) For a “permutation reset wreath 
product” G:o ... 0 G;, [G:o ... 0 G’,]” denotes the subsemigroup of “Zeiger type” maps, 
i.e. [CC,0 ... oG’,]“={Glif Xi+[(Xi,..., x1)6]i is a permutation for some fixed 
(xi- I,..., ~,),thenxj+[(xj,yj-I,..., yr)]’ is a permutation for any yj_ 1, . . . , y, with 
yk = xk for 1 I k I i - l}. (“Once 6 permutes, it permutes the rest of the way down”.) 
A subsemigroup of a permutation reset wreath product Gf, 0 a.. 0 G; is called “Zeiger 
type” if it is in [Gi 0 ... 0 G’,]“. “Strong Zeiger type” denotes the analogous definition, 
but “once 6 permutes, it is identity the rest of the way down”. We denote it by 
[G;o . . . o G;]‘“. 
1.6. Null f-classes 
Null y-classes require special treatment in the construction, and we will need the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 1.2. Let J be a null f-class of a finite semigroup S. Let j,, . . . , j, E J and 
n > J(S). Then there exists an idempotent e with e < J and a k I n such that 
ejkjk+ 1 “-.h =jk.ik+ 1 -“j”. 
Proof. Consider the f-chain (actually T-chain) j, 2 j,_ I j, 2 . . . 2 j, . . . j,. Since 
n > J(S), somewhere = must hold, say jk j,+ 1 ... j, =J jk+ 1 ... j,. Then j, left activates 
jk+, 3.. j, (i.e. jkEaL(jk+l ... j,), and by Section 1.3 jk 2 LA(j,+, . . . j,), the left ac- 
tivator of jk+, .*‘j,. Hence jk 2 e(jk+r 1.. j,), and since J is null, J > e = 
djk+l ‘--_h). 0 
We will define a computation for null f-classes that is very similar to a “queue”. It 
proceeds in two steps: 
Let Ji be a null f-class. 
(1) Enter the new element SE Ji at the front (i.e. right), bumping all other elements 
further down (to the left). 
(2) Clear the back of the queue: scanning from right to the left, find the first time 
that an idempotent e < Ji can be inserted without disturbing the partial product to the 
right. Such an e exists by Lemma 1.2 as soon as the queue is long enough. Use this e to 
“flush out” the remaining left end of the queue into the output. 
We now make this idea precise: For each null y-class Ji we define Ji and (Ji) as 
follows. 
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Definition 1.3. Let J: = Ji with an identity element I adjoined, Ji = Jiu{Z). Let 
JI(J,) = J{ x *.. x J: (the n-fold Cartesian product, with n = J(S) + 1). (Note: Since we 
will go for a triangular action (see Section 1.4) on JI(J,), we will count coordinates 
from right to left, i.e. a typical element of JI(Ji) is denoted by x,, . . . , x1 with XiEJi.) 
Let Below = union of all Jk with k 2 i. 
For initial segments of x,, . . . , x1 E(J~) define E(xk, . . . , x1) = e for some arbitrary 
fixed idempotent e such that exk ... xi = xk e.. x1 and e < Ji, and E = 0 if no such 
idempotent exists. Notice that for long enough nontrivial strings (i.e. without l’s in 
them) Lemma 1.2 guarantees that E is nonzero for some initial substring! 
We will define an action of Below( on (Ji) and an “output” jout~Below(Ji+ i)’ 
(depending on the “input” s E Below( and the “state” (x,, . . . , x1) E(Ji)) as follows. 
Definition 1.4. Let the “input” s E Below( and the “state” (x,, . . . , X~)E IZ(Ji). Then 
the new state (yll, . . . , yi) = (x,, . . . , x1) * s and j,,, = output((x,, . . . , xl), s) are given by 
(0) I acts as identity, output = I 
(1) (I,..., I) if s E Jk with k > i (reset to all ones), output = x, . . . x1 s 
(2) If s E Ji, then consider (x,, . . . , x1, s). 
Let K = minimum k such that E(x,, . . . , xl,s) is nonzero (and = + cc if no such 
k exists), and e = E(xk, . . . , x1, s). Set 
y,:= s (reset to s) 
y,:= xk- 1 for k I min(K + 1, n) (reset to previous coordinate, based only on 
previous coordinates and s) 
yk:= 1 for K + 1 < k I n (this case is empty if K = +) (reset o I, based only on 
previous coordinates and s) 
Notice that yk is independent of xk in cases (1) and (2), so that s acts either as identity 
or as reset in every component. 
Define j,,, = output((x,, . . . , xi),s) = x, a.. xK+ie if K I J(S), and =I otherwise. 
Then the definitions immediately imply the following fact. 
Fact 1.5. j,,, E Below(Ji+ i), and the action ofs on II is triangular. The component action 
of s is either reset in every component, or s acts as identity. 
Definition 1.6. Let n = Ii’( = {(x@, . . . . X1) 1 Xi = 1 iI’@ieS Xk = 1 for k 2 i}. Let 
*Below( = (* sls~Below(J~)‘) be the semigroup generated by the action (as 
a subsemigroup of F,(R(J,), the semigroup of functions acting on the right). 
Fact 1.7. *Below(Ji)l I [c(J:)‘o ... OC(J~)‘]‘“, since every map is triangular, with con- 
stant component action, or is the identity. 
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Now *Below( maps rr into R, and restricting to n we get (71, *Below < (ZZ(Ji), 
[c(Jf)‘o ... 0 c(J#]‘) as transformation semigroups. 
It further follows from the definition, that on rc case (2) with K > J(S) will not occur, 
and we have the important “invariant”. 
Fact 1.8. j,,,y. a.- yI = x, .-. xls for (x,, . . . , x1) E rc i.e. the product of the output times 
the new state is equal to the old state times the input. 
1.7. Regular j-classes 
For a regular y-class Ji and elements (a, g, b),(a’,g’, b’) E Ji we notice that if 
(a, g, b) (a’, g’, b’) falls (i.e. C(b, a’) = 0), then (a, g, b)e also falls for any idempotent e E Ji 
such that e(a’, g’, b’) = (a’, g’, b’). This is because e =* (a’, g’, b’) and hence (a, g, b)e 
=91 (a, 9, b)(a’, g’, b’). 
We can therefore give the following definition. 
Definition 1.9. We will define an action of Below( on (A x G)’ x B’ and an “output” 
j,,, E Below(Ji+ r)’ (depending on the “input” s E Below( and the “state” ((a, g), b) as 
follows: 
(0) I acts as identity, output = I 
(1) (I, I) ifs E Jk with k > i (reset o all ones), output = (a, g, b)s (or I if (a, g) = Z or 
b = I) 
(2) If SE Ji, then we have two cases: 
Case a. bs = 0 or b = I, then new state = s, output = (a, g, b)e(s) (or Z if (a, g) = I). 
Case b. bs # 0 and b # I, new state = (a, g, b)s, output = I. 
From the definition the following fact follows immediately. 
Fact 1.10. *s is in triangular form and satisfies the invariance output [(a,g, b)*s] = 
(a, g, b)s. Either *s is the identity, or reset to (I, I), or the component action is 
(a) on B-coordinates: reset to b(s), the B-coordinate of s 
(b) on A x G coordinates: reset to a(s), g(s) (the A and G-coordinates ofs)for Case a, 
or multiplication by (I, C(b, a(s))g(s)) E [Z x G]’ (this is Z x G extended to (A x G)’ 
by Z*(l,g) = Z)for Case b. 
We let ‘II = [(A x G)’ x Brlz = {((a,g), b) 1 b = Z iff (a,g) = I}. Then *Below(Ji)l 
maps K into rr, and restricting to rc we get (q *Below(J I ((A x G)’ x B’, [(Z, x 
G)” 0 (Ze)e]“) as transformation semigroups. 
Note 1.11. This is essentially the familiar triangular action of S on A x G x B = Ji 
restricted to SE Jj. The following construction insures that we only need to act with 
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SE Below(JJ, thereby simplifying the action on the B-coordinates to resets and 
eliminating RLM(B). 
1.8. The product expansion 
We now put the constructions for null and regular f-classes together to get the 
“product expansion”. The states of the product expansion are the direct product 
n(&)x ... xn(Ji) (actually we are using the full States(JJ, so we do not have to worry 
about expanding later, and restrict to n’s). 
The idea is then to take any factorization s = x1 . ..x. with Xi E&, and ki > ... > k,. 
The xi are put into their respective places, with “I” put into the unoccupied coordi- 
nates, so the map down to S is simply the product (hence the name product 
expansion). The action of S can be described as follows: to act with s E S, scan the 
coordinates from right to left, until the proper place for s is reached. If only Z’s are 
encountered on the way, act with s; if the output is nontrivial, continue acting with it 
further down. 
If nontrival coordinates ar encountered, “pick them up” on the way, i.e. premultiply 
s with them. 
We now make this idea precise. 
Definition 1.12. Let States(Ji) be (Ai x Gi)’ x B!, Z(Ji) as in Fact 1.8 for regular 
f-classes, States(Ji) = ZI(Ji), n(Ji) as in Definition 1.4 for null f-classes. Define 
an action of S on States = States(JN) x ..a x States(J,) by induction: Base case: 
JN = Kernel of S is regular; define the action of Below( = (JN)’ on States(JN) as 
in Definition 1.9. Notice output will always be 1. 
Assume an action of Below( on States(JN) x ... x States(Ji) has been defined, 
then Below(Ji_ i)’ will act on States(JN) x ... x States(Ji_ i) as follows: if s E Be- 
lowJi_i)‘, then s will act on States(Ji_1) as in (a) or (b) (depending on Ji-1 being 
regular or null), and output(statei_ 1, s) = sout (which is in Below( by construction) 
will act on States(JN)x ... x States(Ji) with the action given by induction. In sym- 
bols: 
(x N,...,Xi,Xi_1)*S=(XN,..., Xi)*OUtpUt(Xi-l,S),Xi-l*S (1) 
Let *S = ( * s 1 s E S) be the semigroup generated by this action (as in Definition 1.12). 
Then we have the following fact. 
Fact 1.13. (States(S), *S I (States(S), [*Below ~..~*Below(Jr)]~) (this is strong 
Zeiger type since as soon as an action “stays up”, the output of that coordinate is I). Each 
*Below (Ji) is strong Zeiger type by Facts 1.7 and 1.10. 
Definition 1.14. Let n(S):= {(x, ,..., ~1) E States(S) 1 Xi E B(Ji) for 1 I i I N} and 
Suffixes(rr(S)):= {(x,, . . . . x,)lllnlN and xiEII(Ji) for n<i<N}. Define 
/I : Suffixes(R(S)) + S’ by j?(xN, .. . , x,) = xN ..- x, (product in S). 
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Fact 1.15. x(S) is invariant under *S (this follows from the invariance of the Il( Ji) under 
the component action), and /.?((x~, . . . ,x1) * s) = (fi(xN, . . . ,x1)).? = xN ... x1 s. 
Proof (by induction). The base case i = N is obvious. 
fi((xN, ... pXi)* S) = B((pXN, ... yXi+l)* OUtpUt(XipS)~ Xi*S) 
(by definition of the action) 
= fi[(xN, . . ..&+I) *OUtpUt(Xi,S)]Xi*S 
= 
cxN ... Xi+ 1 OUtpUt(Xi, s)]Xi * s (by inductive assumption) 
= xN “. xi+ 1 [OUtpLlt(Xi, S)Xi * S] 
= XN *.* Xi+ 1 [Xis] (since xi E n( Ji), by the invariant 
properties 1.8 and 1.10 
= xN ‘.. xi+ ixis. q 
Definition 1.16. We call (n(S), *S) the product expansion of S. 
Fact 1.15 then establishes the desired division. 
Fact 1.17. (S’, S) +(X(S), *S) < (States(S), [G~o ... 0 G”,]‘“) with Gi = I or Gi 5 S. 
That this division is y (i.e. l-l on subgroups) is proved in Section 3.1. 
2. Computing the &-cover 
2.1. The Pl,-cover 
We restate for the convenience of the reader some definitions and results [l]. 
Notation 2.1. P(S) is the powerset of S, with multiplication AB = { ab 1 a E A, b E B}. 
A = (pseudo)-variety of (finite) aperiodic semigroups, i.e. semigroups with maximal 
subgroups of cardinality one. 
PZ,(S) = {XIX is a subset of S, and for any relation R : S + A with A E A there 
exists a point a E A such that X is a subset of R-l(a)}. 
That means that Pi._,(S) comprises all subsets of S that can be covered by a point in 
any relation with an aperiodic semigroup. 
It is easy to show that there must exist a specific A0 EA computing PI,(S), i.e. there 
exists a specific relation R,, : S + A,, with A0 EA such that PI,_,(S) = {X 1 X c R, * (a) 
for some a E A,}. See [l]. 
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By the definition PI,(S) is not a priori computable. For any subsemigroup T I S of 
S we define 
HT(t) = {t’ E T 1 t’ = .I t, with = I the Z-relation in T} 
is the x-class of t E T. U: P2(S) + P(S) is the set theoretic union map, 
UA=A,u ... uA,forA=(~, ,..., A,)EP’(S). 
H’ = H 0 U, called “#-amalgamation”, maps any T I P(S) + P(S), by taking an 
element A E T (which is a subset of S), forming its %-class HT(A) = {Al, . . . , A,,} (and 
the H relation is w.r.t. T!), and then the union over the Ai. We have the following 
definition now. 
Definition 2.2. C”(S) : = unique smallest semigroup T such that 
(i) S I T I P(S) (S is in P(S) as singleton sets), 
(ii) T is closed under subsets, 
(iii) T is closed under x-amalgamation, i.e. if A E T, then H’(A) E T. 
It is then easy to see that C”(S) can be effectively computed, and that 
P(S) I P1, (S). The converse is hard and involves a rather complicated construction 
[l], that can be greatly simplified using the product expansion (suitably modified). 
It is also easy to see, that in order to show C”(S) = PI,(S) one only has to construct 
a relation R: S + A with A EA and R-‘(a) E C”‘(S) for every a E A. See [l]. 
We will construct just such an A, as a transformation semigroup, with states 
essentially = a subset of n(P(S)), and action = *P(S) with output modified by H’ 
(or rather H”, see below). 
Definition 2.3. Define H”: C”(S) -+ Cm(S) by 
H”(X) = [H’]“(X) 
with n large enough so that [H’]““(X) = [H’]“(X) (that this is possible follows from 
the properties of H’). 
The crucial properties of H” are listed below. 
Fact 2.4. 
(i) X E H”(X) 
(ii) H”(X) I x X (and < x holds iflX E J such that J is not %-trivial) 
(iii) H”(X) is %-trivial. 
2.2. Short survey of approaches that do not work 
In order to appreciate the necessity to use the whole developed apparatus of the 
product expansion in order to prove that CO(S) = PI,(S), we present a short survey of 
simpler approaches that do not work (and, in fact, historically led to the development 
first of the proof in [l] and then to the present proof). 
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To restate the problem: we have identified a set of subsets of S, P’(S), and wish to 
show that those sets are precisely the pointlike sets. To this end we want to contruct 
a relation R : S + A with some aperiodic A such that each set R - '(a) for a E A is in 
P(S). We may use the “blow-up operator” H”(X) mapping C”(S) into P(S), with 
H”(X) s-trivial. Intuitively, H” “gets rid of groups”. 
(1) The simplest idea might be to consider A : = ( {H”(s) 1 s E S} ) and to hope that 
A is aperiodic. This is easily seen to be false, for consider S : = { lz, z, z” } u {x} with 
z = generator of the cyclic group Z3 and x2 = z2 and x acts on Z3 just like z. Then {x} 
is its own one point null 2-class, and H”(x) = {x}. However, H”(x)H”(x) = {z’} is 
a nontrivial group element. 
(2) The next idea might be to modify (1) by adding an extra blow-up, i.e. define an 
operation * by X * Y : = H”(XY). This is a step in the right direction, but as it stands 
* is not associative, as can be seen by considering S as in (1) and adding a kernel of 
{ 1,2,3}” (i.e. xy = y), and letting S act by permuting { 1,2,3} on the right and fixing 
{ 1,2,3} on the left. Then 
H”(1) * [HO(x) * H”(x)] = 1 * H”(z2) = 1 * Z3 = { 1,2,3}, 
but 
[H”(l) * H”(x)] *H”(x) = [l * x] *x = 2 * x = 3. 
(3) To fix (2), one might consider passing to a TSG be letting STATES = range of 
H”, and by letting s act on states as - * H”(s), i.e. A : = ({- * H”(s) 1 S E S}) = 
(*H”(q) **. * HW(S,) 1 Si E AS}. 
However, in the Example of (2), it is easily seen that +*HW(x) is a nontrivial group 
element, as it permutes the STATES 1, 2, and 3 (notice H”(1) = 1, etc.) as follows: 
1*x=2,2*x=3,3*x=1. 
(4) (What does work): The proof in [1] uses the Rhodes expansion for STATES, 
and the computation in (3) with definitions as in [l] would roughly proceed as 
follows: 
l*x=2<,x, 
(2 <,x)*x = H”(3 c9z2 C~X) = (3Z3 czZ3 crex), and (3Z3 cIpZ3 cux) is 
fixed under *x. 
The proof in this paper uses the product expansion, and the calculation would 
roughly proceed as follows (we use b for “unoccupied” coordinates; we let {x> = J1, 
z3 =&{1,2,3} =J 3; notice that the “queue” for J1 has length 2 since x2 is regular): 
1 *x = (l,b,x), 
(l,b,x)*x = (Lb,Cx,xl), 
(Lb,Cx,xl)*x = ((l,b)*H”(xl,),Cx,xl) = ((Lb)*HW,Cx,xl) 
= ((Lb)*Z,,Cx,xl) = (LZ,,Cx,xl) 
and again this state is fixed under * x. 
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This example gives an idea of how and why the construction works (i.e. why the 
TSG generated by * s is aperiodic). 
We now proceed to give the construction in general terms. 
2.3. Proof@C”(S) = PI,(S) 
Definition 2.5. Define StatesA by States,(S) = States(JN) x es. x States(Jr) with 
all Ji not %-trivial omitted, i.e. take a product over only the R-trivial $-classes. 
Define nA analogous to (essentially the restriction of n: to States,). Define an action *A 
of C”(S) on rcA(Co(S)) exactly as the product expansion action*, but with the 
following modifications: 
(i) *,X = * H”(X) (i.e. before acting with X apply H” to X) and 
(ii) OUtpUt,4(Xi, X) = H”(OUtpUt(Xi, X)) ( i.e. apply H” to the output before acting 
with it further down). 
Since the range of H” is x-trivial, and since H” lowers the Y-class (and hence 
y-class) of X, this is a valid definition and the action *A will map rc,(P’(S)) to 
~A(CYS)). 
As before let *ACW(S) be the semigroup generated by the action, so that we have 
defined the transformation semigroup A = (znA(Cw(S)), eACw(S)). 
Fact 2.6. A as above is aperiodic. 
Proof. As before A is a subsemigroup of the Zeiger wreath product over the compon- 
ent actions. However the only $-classes admitted are #-trivial, and their component 
actions are aperiodic. Hence A is aperiodic. 0 
Fact 2.7. XN -.* X,Xu/?[(X,,... , X1)*AX] (i.e. the action multiplies and “blows up”) 
Proof. This follows from Fact 2.4(i) and Eq. (1) 
BC(XN, . . . , Xi)*.4XI = B{ CCxN9 *..Y Xi+l)*A(OUfPUtA(Xi,HO(X))I,Xi*HO(X)) 
= P{CKv,..., xi+ ~~*A~oUtPUt~Xi~HW~X~~l} xi *H”(X) 
= B{C(XN, ... ~xi+~)*~~outPut~Xi~H”~X~~l}Xi*H”~X~ 
2 [X, *.’ Xi+lH”(OUtpUt(Xi,H”(X))]Xi * H”(X) 
(by induction assumption) 
2 [XN”‘Xi+l(OUtpUtXi,HW(X))]Xi*HW(X) 
(since H” is a blow up) 
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=X&l “’ Xi+ 1 [(Output Xi, H”(X))]X, * H”(X)] 
=X,&J ... Xi+r[XiSO(X)] (by FactA 1.8 and 1.10) 
2 XN ... Xi+ rXiX (since H” is a blow UP). 
Now define a relation of transformation semigroups. 
Definition 2.8. Let R = (RI, R2):(S,S) -(n,(P(S), *A(CW(S)) be defined by 
(i) R,(s)={(X,,...,x,)ls~B(x~,...,x~)) 
(ii) R2(s) = { *AsI *A ... *As, IsI ... s, = s} 
Fact 2.9. R is a transformation semigroup relation. 
Proof. Weneed to show R,(s)R,(t) E R,(st); thismeans that ifs EB(X~, . . . ,XI)and 
t1 ... t, = t, then stEB[(XN,...,X1)*Atl*A ... *at,,]. 
But 
Br_(X N,...,XI)*Atl*A ‘..*.44J =B{C(XN,...,X1)*Atl*A -~l*At”l) 
=B{C(x,,,..,x,)*,t,*, -~1*,T”@n)l) 
2 b[(X,,...,X,)*,t,*, .-.]Hw(tJ by (2.7) 
Now stl ‘.. t,_1 E fi(X,, ...,Xl)tl ... t,_ 1 by induction and t, E HW(t,) since H” is 
a blow up, so st E /?[(X,, ... ,X1) *A tl *A a.. *At.] as required. 
Lemma 2.10. Let 6 = *As1 *A se- *A~,, then s1 ... s,Eb[(Z ,..., Z)*,d] 
Proof. /3[(Z, .. . ,I) *ASI] = /qz, . ..) I) *A H”(s,)] = H”(s,) by construction, and 
s1 E H”(s,). 
BC(Z,..*, Z) *A Sl *A ... *A~k] ?fl[(Z,...,Z)*,s,*, ... *A~k_l]~k by(2.7),byinduc- 
tion assumption s1 ... Sk-1 EB[(Z )...) Z)*‘4st *A ... *ask-r], so s1*.* SkEP[(Z )...) I)*,4 
sr *A ... *A~k] as required. 
Fact 2.11. For any 6 E *A P(S), R;‘(d) E CO(S). 
Proof. By (2.10) R;‘(6) E j?[(Z, . . ..Z)d]. and by the construction 
BC(Z, ...? Z)6] E P(S). 
Now from the proof scheme cited after Definition 2.2 we get the following desired 
fact. 
Fact 2.12. 
CW(S) = PI,(S). 
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3. Other properties of the product expansion 
3.1. The prime decomposition theorem 
After all the work that went into the definition of the product expansion it is not 
surprising that the prime decomposition theorem falls out as an easy corollary. 
Fact 3.1. The division in Dejnition 1.16 is y (i.e. l-l on subgroups) 
Proof. Letx=(xN,...,xl)beastate,*sl* ... *S,E *Sbesuchthats, VPPs,=eisan 
idempotent. We need to show that if 
x+x*s+ ... -~x(*s)“=xisacycle,thenx*s=xalready. 
Now it is clear from the construction that the first component on which s acts as 
a permutation must be in a regular $-class, say Ji. 
Extending the notion of output function in the obvious way, we can write the first 
nontrivial coordinate cycle as 
Xi~Xi*OUtpUt(Xi-~,...,Xl,S)~xi[*OUtPUt(Xi-l,...,Xl,S)]2~ ‘.’ +Xi 
(this is true because (xi- i, .,.,x1) is fixed under *s.) 
The Output(Xi_1,..., xl,s) is the compound output of *sl* -.. *Sk, and 
*sk+l * ... * s, produce only I output, building up the coordinates above Ji again to 
reproduce(xi_l,...,x,).I-Iencesk+, . ..s.=Xi_l . ..~1andoutput(xi_.,...,xl,s)= 
xi-l .‘- XlSl “. Sk = Sk+1 -‘* &,sl “‘Sk. 
This means Output(Xi- 1, . . . ,xl,s) can be written as yz with zy = e. But then 
(YZ)~ = y(z~)~z = y(zy)z = (yz)‘, and since output(Xi-1, . . . ,xl,s) must be a group 
element, it must be an idempotent, SO xi + xi * OUtpUt(xi_ 1, . . . , x1, S) + xi 
[*OUtpUt(Xi_l,...,Xl,S)]2+ “’ --t xi is not a true cycle after all: contradiction. 
3.2. Comparison of the product expansion with other expansions and open problems 
A major drawback of the product expansion appears to be that it is not functorial; 
i.e. given 4 : S+T there is little hope of lifting this homomorphism to a homomor- 
phism of the product expansions of S and T. The obstacles are 
(1) the extreme dependence of the product expansion on the particular choice of 
a topological sorting for the J-classes. The p-classes will not “line up” for S and T. 
This obstacle might be overcome by defining the product expansion with respect o all 
possible topological sortings. 
(2) The synchronization problems - since the states of the product expansion of 
S correspond to factorizations, it is not clear at all what to do when several coordi- 
nates of S are compressed into one coordinate of T. This looks rather hopeless to me, 
and I do not think there is a functorial version of the product expansion. 
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Another problem is the absence of a nice global form for the product expansion (as 
opposed to the Rhodes expansion, where elements are Y-chains and multiplication is 
associative). There seems to be little chance to construct an associative multiplication 
between factorizations; in my opinion going to an action is undesirable but unavoid- 
able. 
Of course the main advantage of the product expansion is the way it embeds readily 
into a “Zeiger” wreath product with obvious component action - this can be achieved 
for the Rhodes expansion only through a difficult coding process [ 1,2]. Avoiding that 
coding process is the major aim of this construction. 
How the product expansion relates to other known expansions, and if it is minimal 
in some sense, remain open questions that we hope to explore in the future. 
Another area of future research is the adaptation of the product expansion to the 
infinite case, simplifying the arguments in [2]. However, Lemma 1.2 is critical for the 
null case and is not true in general for an arbitrary infinite semigroup. 
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